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Summary: Data is increasingly vital to both growing the economy and solving important social problems, and Congress has many opportunities to pave the way for more use of data in the public and private sectors. This report lays out twelve concrete steps Congress can take in 2015 to accelerate data innovation in the United States.

In every sector of the economy and throughout society, data innovation is powering the development of new insights that improve decisionmaking, enable new products and services, and enhance quality of life. Government may not be the main engine of this innovation, but it can and should play a vital role in accelerating and shaping the use of data to boost economic growth and produce public benefits. Few if any organizations in the world are as capable of collecting, managing, analyzing, and safeguarding data of all kinds as is the U.S. government. Moreover, while the 114th Congress will face many difficult and divisive policy decisions, a number of opportunities exist to foster data innovation without controversy. These are therefore ripe for bipartisan action.

This report outlines 12 such opportunities. Each represents an actionable recommendation that Congress can realistically accomplish in 2015 to extend the benefits of data innovation to the public, industry or government. This agenda is not intended to be an exhaustive list of everything Congress could possibly accomplish on data issues; rather it is a timely to-do list for policymakers looking to proactively support data-driven innovation. These are specific policy recommendations with clear paths to success. Many have already withstood scrutiny by industry groups, nonprofits, and other stakeholders. And all would generate economic and social improvements, whether by promoting government transparency,
reducing inefficiencies in healthcare, empowering consumers, or creating new business opportunities for the private sector.

These recommendations are:

1. Codify open government data efforts.
2. Improve financial regulatory data requirements.
3. Close the satellite data gap.
4. Develop robust data on U.S. coastlines.
5. Improve the management of geospatial data.
6. Improve education reporting systems.
7. Adopt universal patient identifiers for healthcare.
8. Address the LGBT health data gap.
10. Take advantage of new data technologies to modernize supply chains.
11. Let consumers access their energy data from smart meters.
12. Establish a globally competitive smart cities pilot project.

It is important to note that as Congress hopefully acts on this agenda, it should also avoid measures that would stall data innovation. In particular, Congress should not pass heavy-handed legislation that would limit the public or private sector’s ability to collect, retain, or share data that can help deliver beneficial products or services.

1. CODIFY OPEN GOVERNMENT DATA EFFORTS

THE PROBLEM: The federal government collects a vast amount of valuable data. Recently, it launched an effort to openly publish this data, allowing anyone to use it freely, thus contributing to an estimated $1.1 trillion a year in economic value from open data in the United States. Open government data is one of the most important contributors to increased government transparency, accountability, and responsiveness. With open data, agencies can better assess and share their data internally and with other agencies to improve decisionmaking across the government; the public can access huge amounts of government data quickly and easily; and the private sector can improve and build new products and services to bolster the economy.

While the Obama Administration has made great strides in releasing open data to the public through executive actions, including the 2009 Open Government Directive that laid the cornerstone for modern open-government efforts, Congress has not yet taken legislative action on this policy. The administration’s open-data efforts have included mandating that government agencies regularly publish valuable data sets online,
making open and machine-readable government data the default, and requiring agencies to evaluate and update their open-data plans every two years. However, these were executive orders and actions that can easily be revoked by a future administration. This means that without sustained leadership on open data, there are no legal requirements for government agencies to remain committed to and responsible for opening their data to the public or refining and improving open-data efforts over time. Should the 2016 election result in an administration that places less emphasis on the importance of open data, the progress made so far could easily be undone. Open government data offers benefits too important to risk losing in this way. Clearly defined legal requirements are needed to guarantee to the public that the government will remain committed to this level of transparency. Moreover, businesses relying on open data need assurance that this data will be available in the years to come.

THE SOLUTION: Congress should pass legislation that explicitly defines publishing open data as the official responsibility of federal agencies. To fully secure the benefits of open data for the public and businesses, such legislation should codify the data stewardship and publishing requirements put forth by the Obama Administration’s Open Government Directive and related executive actions; establish high standards for the accuracy and timeliness of government data; store this data in non-proprietary formats to make it as accessible as possible; and apply these rules to all government contractors and quasi-governmental agencies. Additionally, agencies should be required to evaluate and update their open-data plans biannually, as well as authorized to commit funding to engage the public in using open data. This can include support for civic hackathons like the National Day of Civic Hacking, which allow citizens to develop products and tools that rely on open data to deliver public benefits, as well as funding to groups working to expand the use of open government data.

Such legislation would involve a minimal shift in government practices, as the Obama Administration’s Open Government Directive has already implemented the bulk of these policies. Open data has traditionally been a widely supported non-partisan issue. Thus, a prime opportunity exists for Congress to secure the benefits of open data through legislation.

2. IMPROVE FINANCIAL REGULATORY DATA REQUIREMENTS

THE PROBLEM: Financial regulatory reporting of crucial financial data overwhelmingly relies on old-fashioned, unstructured text documents like PDF and HTML, despite the feasibility and benefits of a structured and machine-readable data standard. In 2009, in an effort to improve the utility of these data, the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) required
public companies to submit financial statement information in the structured, machine-readable eXtensible Business Reporting Language (XBRL) format. The XBRL format makes financial data much more valuable, as it allows the SEC, the public, investors, and other stakeholders to easily search and perform automated analysis of this information. However, the SEC only recently prioritized improving the usability of this data, including it in its 2014-2018 strategic plan after Congress questioned the SEC’s lack of quality enforcement for collected financial data. Without quality standards for this data and the text-based document reporting to fall back on, this data was of little value to regulators or private-sector stakeholders. Additionally, the dual requirement for text-based, non-machine readable documents as well as XBRL data leads companies to enter the same information multiple times, unnecessarily increasing the chance of errors and causing financial reporting to be far more time and resource-intensive than necessary.

This lag in good data practices seems to have led some to believe that an XBRL reporting requirement is not worthwhile—in September 2014, the House passed the Small Company Disclosure Simplification Act, which would exempt 60 percent of public companies from reporting financial statements in the XBRL format to the SEC. In January 2015, a similar bill came to a vote in the House that would grant the same exemption under the premise that modern data-reporting requirements were prohibitively costly to small companies. However, the dual reporting requirements, not the adoption of the XBRL standard, are responsible for the excessive compliance costs and the failure to demonstrate the value of open-data standards to financial industry stakeholders.

THE SOLUTION: Congress should require all regulatory data submitted to the SEC to be in a machine-readable format. Phasing out document-based reporting will eliminate redundant reporting. Furthermore, Congress should direct the SEC to continuously improve its financial data stewardship practices to ensure that regulatory data is as usable and as valuable as possible. Recent proposals to exempt companies from modern reporting requirements would sacrifice an unacceptable amount of financial data crucial to promoting transparency and creating value to financial industry stakeholders. Machine-readable standards like XBRL offer solutions to substantial problems related to financial regulatory reporting—information need be entered only once to populate a variety of fields, and extracting information from financial reporting documents need no longer be a manual process. Once this financial information is submitted, a machine-readable format dramatically improves speed and accuracy of analysis, as it enables computer programs to locate specific data quickly and reliably.
With high-quality XBRL data, there is simply no need for text-based document reporting.

Financial statements are just one kind of data public companies are required to submit to the SEC, and the SEC is just one of the many organizations that rely on this information. Applying modern machine-readable data standards with high-quality data requirements to all financial regulatory information would benefit regulators, industry, and the public alike. Compliance activities could be automated by third parties, reducing burdens on the private sector; analysis could be dramatically improved and accelerated for both regulators and industry stakeholders; risk and fraud could be more rapidly detected and corrected; and financial data could be made much more accessible to the public. The technological capacity for this shift has existed for years, with this type of modernization initially proposed as part of the Dodd-Frank financial reforms in 2010. Given the frustrations surrounding financial reporting still present despite the SEC’s recent change of pace on data-quality requirements, the most efficient and beneficial solution is to expand, not reduce, the application of XBRL standards, and to let investors, the public, private industry, and regulators reap the benefits.

3. CLOSE THE SATELLITE DATA GAP

The problem: Satellites are the sole source of macro-scale weather image data used in potentially life-saving weather forecasting models, and the capacity of the United States to collect this data is at risk. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) relies on two polar-orbiting satellites to gather crucial climate and meteorological data. NOAA has been developing the next generation of polar-orbiting satellites, known as the Joint Polar Orbiting Satellite System (JPSS), to keep the program online as the lifespan of one of the satellites currently in use is set to expire in 2016. However, due to delays and budget issues, NOAA will be incapable of launching a JPSS satellite until sometime in 2017. This means that should the expired satellite fail, NOAA would be left with a system greatly reduced in its capacity to predict potentially catastrophic weather events. The U.S. Government Accountability Office listed this gap on its 2013 High Risk Report and has recently estimated that the situation could potentially persist up to three more years, given that government satellite programs have been plagued by budget problems, technical and management challenges, and delayed launch dates.

The solution: Congress should authorize NOAA to purchase data from the private sector to augment its weather modeling capacity in the event of the failure of one or both JPSS satellites. While a fully functioning JPSS program launched on schedule would be ideal, the most realistic and cost
and time-effective solution would be to utilize private-sector data, such as hyperspectral imaging and GPS radio occultation, should a JPSS satellite fail. The Weather Forecasting Improvement Act of 2014, which would augment NOAA’s weather-modeling programs with private-sector data, cleared the House with bipartisan support, but was never voted on in the Senate during the 113th Congress. This legislation would have granted NOAA the authority to purchase commercial data from the private sector to fill the gap made by a failed satellite.

4. DEVELOP ROBUST DATA ON U.S. COASTLINES

THE PROBLEM: Despite its critical importance to the economy, infrastructure planning, disaster response, and the environment, the geospatial data of the United States’ 95,000 miles of coastlines is inaccurate and dated. Some of the data in use even pre-date 1970. The threats of inaccurate geospatial data are very real—emergency response crews could face difficulties in prioritizing efforts after a disaster; some 26,000 square miles of shipping areas do not have up-to-date maps; and conservation-based efforts to measure changes to coastlines and oceans are greatly reduced. The National Atmospheric and Oceanographic Administration (NOAA) and other agencies on the federal and state levels currently do not have a system to develop modern, national coastal mapping, despite the obvious benefits such an effort would yield.

THE SOLUTION: Congress should create a national coastal mapping information platform that allows for coordination between NOAA and other agencies to develop and deliver current, accurate geospatial data to the public. Such a program, under the name of the Digital Coast Act, has been discussed in Congress for several years, though shortcomings have existed in proposals to manage geospatial data. The creation of an online platform for coastal geospatial data would offer tremendous value to government agencies, private-sector stakeholders, and conservation groups. However to maximize the value such a program, legislation would need to stipulate clear standards for the interoperability of data in the system. While a database of many different types of data related to coastlines and ocean floor would be beneficial, the inability to easily compare datasets sacrifices a valuable opportunity for research and analysis. With more than half of the nation’s population currently living near a coastline, developing accurate maps and geospatial information about these areas is an easy way to bolster economic development, improve safety, and provide the public and private sectors with valuable data about these environments.
5. IMPROVE THE MANAGEMENT OF GEOSPATIAL DATA

THE PROBLEM: Geospatial data is crucially important to the private sector and government agencies at the federal, state, and local levels, yet there is no way to get a complete picture of what geospatial data is collected or to accurately track investments in geospatial data infrastructure. As a result, government agencies unnecessarily duplicate efforts and waste resources to collect the same data. Moreover, agencies cannot efficiently share geospatial data, and policymakers cannot fully understand the data and funding needs of government agencies. Accurate, complete, and timely geospatial data is critical for effective disaster response, conservation efforts, national security, and private-sector applications like insurance-risk modeling and real estate development. Technical and policy limitations on the government’s ability to effectively and efficiently collect and provide this data put government missions and private enterprises at risk.

Recognizing the need for coordination among agencies that collect and use geospatial data, President Bill Clinton issued an executive order in 1994 to establish the National Spatial Data Infrastructure (NSDI) to define the policies, standards, technology, and human resources necessary to improve how the government manages geospatial data. The order also created the National Geospatial Data Clearinghouse to facilitate the distribution of geospatial data, and directed the Office of Management and Budget’s (OMB) Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC), a committee of 32 federal agencies, to oversee the implementation of these new policies. In theory, such a system would create an effective and coordinated geospatial data collecting and data sharing landscape across the United States; however, a recent study from the Government Accountability Office (GAO) revealed that these efforts have crucial shortcomings. The clearinghouse for geospatial data lacks effective search capabilities and performance measures, making it difficult for users to find the datasets they need or to identify what data is available; nor is it possible for the FGDC to identify what user groups are accessing what data. Additionally, though the FGDC has made an effort to engage with state governments on data collection, state officials are generally unsatisfied with these efforts and feel the FGDC is more focused on federal coordination than national coordination. Federal agencies also often fail to track and report investments in geospatial data technology. Finally, and perhaps most significantly, only eight of the FGDC’s thirty-two member agencies have registered their data in the clearinghouse and these eight have only registered 59 percent of the geospatial data they identify as critical. The Coalition of Geospatial Organizations (COGO), a group of private-sector geospatial data stakeholders and professional societies, shares GAO’s criticisms of the situation with respect to U.S. geospatial data. In February 2015, COGO evaluated the NSDI on criteria including
funding, public use, and capacity, assigning it an overall grade of “C-”, indicating it requires considerable attention. The handling of address data is a prime example of geospatial data coordination efforts in need of substantial improvement. Address data is valuable to businesses, ordinary citizens, and a wide variety of government services, including emergency response, voter registration, tax collection, and utility management; yet no publicly available national database of addresses exists. As a result, multiple agencies and jurisdictions build, maintain, and rely on multiple, redundant, and often incomplete address datasets, driving up costs and reducing efficiency.

**THE SOLUTION:** Congress should improve the management of geospatial data by stressing collaboration, coordination, and openness so all stakeholders can maximize resources and access the data they need. Congress can avoid some of the pitfalls of previous national coordination efforts by directing OMB, which has authority over the FGDC, to prioritize oversight of these efforts as recommended by the GAO study, and ensure that all FGDC member agencies publish their geospatial data. Additionally, Congress should require OMB to create a role for state representatives on the FGDC’s Coordination Group, which currently consists solely of federal agency officials, to ensure that they are better involved in coordination efforts.

Congress should also require federal agencies to report all geospatial-related investments as part of their annual budget submissions. Agencies’ failure to monitor and disclose this information is a leading contributor to duplicated efforts and redundant spending, as one agency has no reliable way of knowing whether or not another agency already collects, or has the capacity to collect, certain data. Senators Hatch (R-UT) and Warner (D-VA) introduced the Geospatial Data Act of 2015 to require exactly that, allowing for a clear picture of the government’s geospatial data efforts. Congress should also require the FGDC to monitor and evaluate member agencies’ progress on geospatial data management (as the proposed Geospatial Data Act would require), to ensure that such policies are effective at promoting coordination of geospatial data efforts.

Finally, Congress should allow for the FGDC to create a national address database by revising Title 39 of the U.S. Code, which governs the Postal Service, to allow for address data to be stripped of personally identifiable information. Currently, statutes within Title 39 restrict the ability of government agencies to share or disclose address information because it is considered sensitive data. However, in that a residential street name and number cannot be used to identify a particular person, agencies should be allowed to disclose such data. Sharing this information would eliminate redundant expenditures, improve the government’s capacity to
provide a wide variety of services, and offer economic benefits to the private sector. These recommendations do not account for all public and private geospatial data needs in the United States, but would create a culture of openness, sharing, and coordination among agencies on all levels that rely on this data. These steps would serve as groundwork for future development of a national geospatial data strategy based on the FGDC’s evaluation of agency progress.

6. IMPROVE EDUCATION DATA REPORTING SYSTEMS

THE PROBLEM: Educators, school administrators, researchers, families, and prospective college students can gain enormous value from education data. Unfortunately, many of these valuable datasets often are not publicly accessible, or are fragmented, not interoperable, contain data too aggregated to be valuable, or simply do not contain data significantly relevant to educational decisions. Most states, as well as the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands, have received federal funding to develop a statewide longitudinal data system (SLDS) to collect and analyze student data. Teachers, parents, school administrators, and state education departments all use information generated by these systems to better understand the effectiveness of various education programs. However, beyond a few core components, the data collected and managed by SLDSs can vary greatly from one state to the next.

There are four categories of data that these systems can include: early childhood education; K-12 education; postsecondary education; and workforce information, such as rates of employment, occupation, and salary. The entire range, beginning with early childhood education and extending to workforce data, is defined as P-20w information. Currently, 43 states link K-12 with early childhood data; 44 states link K-12 with postsecondary data; 19 states link K-12 with workforce data; and only 18 states link all four categories. Aside from the inconsistencies in education data collection, there is no reliable system in place to ensure that a de-identified student record can be tracked over time, a necessity for analyzing things like the impact of early-childhood education on the workforce.

Another source of valuable education data is the National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE), which collects and analyzes data about the time and effort students put into their studies in higher education, as well as data about how institutes of higher education use their resources to foster this engagement. Run by the Indiana University School of Education, the NSSE publishes annual findings and trends about student engagement and provides participating schools with their analysis on an institution-specific level. While many institutions do end up publishing a
portion of their own institution-specific findings, they are under no obligation to do so or to publish the complete data. As a result, large amounts of education data that could considerably help prospective college students and their families make better decisions go unpublished.60

**THE SOLUTION:** Congress should require that all future SLDS funding stipulate that grantee states link all categories of P-20w data to enable these states and their education stakeholders to evaluate education programs more effectively. Furthermore, this data needs to be disaggregated and made interoperable to allow for better analysis and research. As previous rounds of SLDS grants have been devoted to helping states build their education data infrastructure, future funding should focus on making this data more useful, now that the infrastructure to do so is in place.61 The Institute of Education Sciences at the Department of Education, which oversees the SLDS grant program, has published a Request for Applicants for the fiscal year 2015 SLDS grant round, detailing the requirements that must be met to receive more SLDS funding.62 Despite the program’s stated goal “...to enable all states to create comprehensive early learning through workforce (P-20W) data systems”, the FY2015 grant requirements do not specify the complete collection and linkage of P-20W data.63

A fully linked system could deliver de-identified student data to stakeholders to shed light on a wide variety of educational outcomes (with no risk to student privacy) ranging from the effectiveness of early childhood education in influencing college performance to the return on investment in higher education. The latter was the focus of recent legislative efforts to give prospective students and families access to data needed to make informed decisions about higher education.64 Without the relevant data to make an accurate cost-benefit analysis, prospective college students are limited in their ability to make informed decisions about their future. This information gap inevitably contributes to unsound financial decisionmaking, a decreased likelihood of graduation, a young workforce hindered by high levels of debt, and a disappointing educational experience.65 In addition, better information on outcomes in higher education will put market pressure on schools to improve their offerings and lower their costs.

Additionally, Congress should require institutes of higher education that receive federal support, such as funding from SLDS and other grant programs and financial aid money, to publish their complete institutional-level findings under the NSSE. It is unreasonable to allow institutions that receive federal funding devoted to improving access to education data to disclose only a portion of this data. More transparency would help
prospective students and their families develop more informed decisions about the choice of college or university based on how well these institutions engage their students. The dearth of colleges and universities that publish their full NSSE analysis clearly indicates a lack of forthrightness about the efficacy of academic programs and their use of resources.

Congress has previously recognized the need to improve education data reporting systems. In 2014, the House and Senate introduced bills to reauthorize the Education Sciences Reform Act of 2002, which authorized funding for SLDSs and established a host of educational research institutions. These bills also focused on improving the interoperability of state data systems and the linkage of P-20w data to help teachers make better use of this data to drive classroom decisions and improve student outcomes. With college tuition rising faster than inflation; and in the context of a tough job market, evaluation of education data critically impacts educational competitiveness. Moreover students and families should be able to learn what kind of financial obligations they can expect to accrue in obtaining a degree and what career prospects they have.

7. ADOPT UNIVERSAL PATIENT IDENTIFIERS FOR HEALTHCARE

THE PROBLEM: While U.S. hospitals and doctors have widely adopted electronic health records, health care providers do not have an accurate and efficient method to match patients to their records. Without a reliable patient matching system, providers must spend time manually matching patients; patients can be erroneously matched to the wrong records, and some records belong to a patient can be overlooked. Even a single organization with multiple computer systems may experience this problem where misidentification rates range from two to twenty percent. This shortcoming creates quality, safety, and cost problems, and this problem will only be compounded as the number of clinical and administrative computer systems increases.

Hospital quality studies, treatment effectiveness evaluations, personalized medicine, and other data-driven healthcare initiatives depend on access to patient data. As more data flows into electronic health records, the opportunity to leverage this medical data for research to improve individual as well as population-wide health outcomes will grow; however, providers and researchers cannot fully capitalize on this opportunity if they are unable to exchange electronic medical data reliably because of patient-matching problems.
The Department of Health and Human Services cited an “urgent and critical” need to create a system of unique patient identifiers almost two decades ago, and this need has only grown more severe since then. The original language of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) called for the creation of a national universal patient identifier system to foster efficiency and avoid problems, but subsequent legislation blocked funding for implementing such a program. In the absence of unique patient identifiers, most of the computer systems used by parties involved in health care delivery such as hospitals, pharmacies, and insurance companies instead use a technique called statistical matching. This technique uses various algorithms to identify patients based on attributes such as name, date of birth, and gender, although the exact sets of attributes used varies by system. However, statistical matching is imperfect. Patients may be misidentified if other patients share the same attributes; or their records may not be found if different systems store data in different formats. In addition, there are no standard matching algorithms used in the health care sector.

The solution: Congress should direct the Department of Health and Human Services to implement a unique patient identifier as originally intended by HIPAA. Unique patient identifiers offer a simple, uniform solution for healthcare providers to identify patients across the healthcare system, to accurately link patients with their health data, and to ease the administrative burden of managing a host of non-interoperable, proprietary identifiers. Such a system would make it easier to prevent patient misidentification and allow quick assembly of complete patient records from multiple healthcare providers.

Adopting unique patient identifiers also has the potential to significantly bolster security and privacy of health data. Existing identifiers, such as Social Security numbers, are often used inappropriately to verify an individual’s identity and thus are a prime target for hackers. By reducing the use of Social Security numbers, health care providers can decrease the likelihood of being targeted by malicious entities and their liability for the consequences. In addition, unlike Social Security numbers, universal patient identifiers can be replaced if they are compromised. Disassociating Social Security numbers from patient records will make it easier to create anonymized datasets, thereby increasing patient privacy while facilitating reuse.

8. ADDRESS THE LGBT HEALTH DATA GAP
THE PROBLEM: Health disparities exist between the lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgendered (LGBT) community and the heterosexual population, yet data that would help address these disparities is lacking.
For example, studies have found that compared to their heterosexual counterparts, LGBT youths have a higher risk of suicide and mental health problems. Lesbian and bisexual women are more likely to become obese, and bisexual men and women are more likely to suffer from physical, mental, or emotional disabilities. In addition, the LGBT community suffers from higher rates of depression than the general population. Despite these many pressing health risks, researchers often lack enough data to analyze these issues and develop solutions. Under current law, federally conducted or funded public health programs are required to collect data on key demographics like race, sex, disability status, and ethnicity, but not on sexual orientation or gender identity.

THE SOLUTION: Congress should require all health programs receiving federal funding or other form of support to collect sexual orientation and gender identity information, just as they do with other important demographic information. Health surveys, clinical trials, and studies funded or performed by the National Institutes of Health all present opportunities to collect and analyze health data to help researchers better understand the health issues facing the LGBT community and address the health disparity they experience. In 2013, the Strengthening Health Disparities Data Collection Act, proposed to enact this exact requirement, was introduced in the Senate but never voted on.

Congress should also direct the Office of the National Coordinator for Health IT (ONC) to specify that sexual orientation and gender identity information be included in electronic health records as part of the meaningful use stage 3 requirements. The meaningful use program defines standards that healthcare providers must adhere to in order to qualify for incentives from the Centers of Medicare Services. These standards are designed to improve the usability and value of electronic health records and are updated every few years with heightened requirements for data quality and interoperability. Definitions for meaningful use of Stage 3 of the program, which is expected to begin in 2017, have not yet been finalized. However, a working group at the ONC included the collection of this data in their preliminary recommendations for meaningful use stage 3 standards.

9. PROHIBIT USING DATA ON GENDER AND SEXUAL ORIENTATION FOR EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION

THE PROBLEM: The data economy depends on the free flow of information, but individuals will not want to share their information if they believe it will be used to unfairly discriminate against them. In many cases, these fears are unwarranted because existing laws protect individuals from discrimination in areas like housing, employment, and
access to credit. These types of restrictions on discrimination are valuable because they protect consumers regardless of how the information that could be used to discriminate against them is obtained. As a result, consumers are protected from discrimination even if information about them is exposed through a data breach. In addition, they are protected even if the information about them is inaccurate. For example, job applicants need not worry that a potential employer will use data analytics to predict whether they are pregnant because employers are prohibited from using pregnancy as a factor in their hiring decisions. However, when gaps in these laws protecting consumer from discrimination occur, policymakers should work diligently to close them.

Once such gap is that in twenty-nine states, someone can be fired or not hired on the sole basis of their sexuality, contributing to 83 percent of lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) workers feeling they have to cover up their sexual orientation or gender identity in the office.88 These concerns are justified, as discrimination based on sexuality is a real threat for the LGBT workforce—according to a 2011 study, openly gay job applications were 40 percent less likely to be asked to interview for a position than other candidates.89 When 37 percent of hiring managers rely on analyzing social media sites in their hiring process, this creates enormous pressure for LGBT workers to limit or falsify the data they share online.90 This has the unfortunate consequence of silencing these voices from public discourse and limits access to important benefits derived from their absent data. For example, some lenders have used the strength of an individual’s social network to qualify them for access to certain financial benefits.91 In addition, if social media data is less representative of the population at large, it is less useful for research purposes.

THE SOLUTION: Congress should pass the Employment Non-Discrimination Act, which prevents potential or existing employees from workplace discrimination based on sexual orientation or gender identity.92 Unlike broad privacy regulations and heavy-handed restrictions on data use by the private sector that do not address the root cause of the problem, the Employment Non-Discrimination Act is a narrowly tailored, effective solution that prevents specific harms—protecting LGBT workers from discrimination and ensuring their data cannot be used to limit their access to employment opportunities. Given the individual and societal benefits of sharing personal data, LGBT workers should not have to worry that their data could be used against them. In 2014, President Obama issued an executive order granting employment protections to LGBT workers employed by the federal government and federal contractors. Congress should follow suit to extend such protections to the private sector in the
remaining 29 states where this discrimination is unaddressed, hence allowable.93

10. TAKE ADVANTAGE OF NEW DATA TECHNOLOGIES TO MODERNIZE SUPPLY CHAINS

THE PROBLEM: Supply chains are longer, more complex, and support more valuable products than ever before. However, despite advances in technologies such as like the ubiquitous networked sensors of the Internet of Things, innovations in predictive analytics, increased data visualization capacity, and more, supply chain management has not adapted as quickly as it could.94 In a 2011 survey of executives around the world, 68 percent expected risk to their supply chains to increase in the next five years.95 Supply-chain risks include interrupted access to raw materials, financial instability, climate events, and regulatory compliance issues.96 Managing these risks is of paramount importance to competitiveness in a global economy, as efficient supply chains provide small and medium-sized businesses in the U.S. access to nearly all global marketplaces within three days.97 Another survey revealed that over half of executives expected data technologies like predictive analytics to help better assess and manage supply chain risk, while under a third actually used the technology in this manner, citing the cost of modernizing supply-chain management systems.98 These technologies exist and are effective, but the lag in adopting them inflates costs, increases exposure to risks, reduces transparency, and hinders border security.99

THE SOLUTION: Congress should direct Customs and Border Protection (CBP) to develop a pilot program that incentivizes the integration of modern data technologies into supply chains by the private sector.

Currently, a group of over 10,000 companies with supply chains that go through the United States, Canada, or Mexico, volunteer to participate in the Customs-Trade Partnership Against Terrorism (C-TPAT), which is overseen by CBP. C-TPAT members submit electronic shipment data in advance of cargo shipments to enable CBP to better assess security risk and to prioritize inspections.100 Participating companies benefit from supply chains less encumbered by security inspections, and CBP can better protect international supply chains. A pilot program that applied a similar model to customs compliance in general and that required real-time reporting of high-quality data would provide the private-sector incentive to fully integrate data into its supply chains. Participating firms that invest in the modern data technologies necessary for this analysis and that share this data with government authorities could be rewarded with decreased penalties for customs noncompliance, except in extreme cases like fraud and willful negligence. Governments would be better served by real-time
insight into what is moving across their borders, and companies could recoup some of the cost of modernization through money saved from the reduced penalties. Insights and best practices from these pilot programs should then be used to then craft national regulations on how supply chains are managed by companies and overseen by authorities. This would not be an unprecedented move, as Congress has required the modernization of supply chains before with the Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA) of 2010, which successfully utilized pilot programs to develop regulations for rapid identification and control of foodborne illness in the food supply chain.

11. LET CONSUMERS ACCESS THEIR ENERGY DATA FROM SMART METERS

THE PROBLEM: Some utility companies have deployed smart meters—electronic devices that monitor and report more detailed energy usage than traditional analog meters—but consumers are not guaranteed access to the energy consumption data generated from these devices, despite the potential benefits to consumers and society at large.

Access to timely and accurate energy-consumption data offers several benefits directly to consumers, including cost savings and energy-efficiency gains. The Department of Energy has found that providing consumers tools to monitor their energy consumption resulted in approximately 10 percent savings on energy bills, and there are a host of consumer devices devoted to real-time monitoring and visualizing energy use that promise a cost-saving benefit. Consumers can also use home energy data to better understand their energy use habits, measure the impact of different energy efficiency efforts, conduct virtual energy audits, and make more informed decisions about the value of implementing green energy alternatives, such as solar.

Making energy data more widely available will create a valuable opportunity for the private sector. By putting this data in the hands of consumers, third parties could offer individuals personalized analytics services, the cost of which would conceivably be offset by the resulting efficiency cost savings. Some utility companies currently contract out these services to third parties enabling their customers to reduce energy use and to save hundreds of millions of dollars. However, if a utility provider does not have such a contract, its customers lack this option. In addition, since energy data is not available in many areas, the market for services dependent on this data is smaller than it could be.

THE SOLUTION: Congress should require electricity providers to make consumers’ energy consumption data available free of charge and as close
to real time as possible. In that simply observing watt usage is of little value to consumers, electricity providers should also be required to pair this data with the pricing or rate applied to the consumers’ usage. This would allow consumers to better manage their energy use and create an opportunity for the private sector to further enable these consumers with analytics services.

Congress made efforts to deliver these benefits to consumers in the e-KNOW Act of 2011 and the e-Access Act of 2014.\textsuperscript{107} The bills, which were proposed but then never voted on in the gridlocked 112\textsuperscript{th} and 113\textsuperscript{th} Congresses, would have provided energy consumers access to valuable data on their energy use. The e-Know Act, which had bipartisan support, would have amended the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 to guarantee consumers the right to access their energy use information in an electronic format, in a timely fashion, and without being charged.\textsuperscript{108} The e-Access Act would have offered Department of Energy funds as an incentive for utility providers and states that provided this data to their customers.\textsuperscript{109} Given that the benefits of consumers’ access to their energy data are clear and that efforts to deliver these benefits have had bipartisan support, addressing this issue is a straightforward opportunity for Congress to act to let consumers take advantage of their own data.

12. ESTABLISH A GLOBALLY COMPETITIVE SMART CITIES PILOT PROJECT

THE PROBLEM: The United States is missing an opportunity to be a global leader of smart cities—cities that integrate networked sensors and other data technologies into municipal services and infrastructure. Some U.S. cities have started to pilot smart city projects. As an example, the Array of Things is a project in Chicago that uses a network of sensors to monitor things like air quality and human activity and provides this data to the city and the public. Unfortunately, such developments are piecemeal and disparate, rather than systematic changes to how a city operates.\textsuperscript{110} The reasons for this are twofold: first, there are not yet any models to follow for developing a smart city, which makes designing and implementing such large changes difficult; and second, an early adopter of such changes faces huge costs.

Recognizing the benefits to safety, sustainability, and the economy, other countries are quickly pulling ahead of the United States in their commitments to make cities smarter.\textsuperscript{111} The European Union’s Horizon 2020 project, an €80 billion ($90 billion) funding initiative designed to make Europe more competitive through innovation, will be devoting funding for cities that take on “lighthouse” projects—large scale, unprecedented smart-city developments.\textsuperscript{112} The 1,500 acre Songdo
International Business District in South Korea is the world’s first purposefully built smart city, made possible by a nearly $40 billion stimulus package from the Korean government that earmarked 80 percent of the funds for energy-efficient investments and development. In the United States however, while there are efforts like the National Institute of Standards and Technology’s (NIST) Global City Teams Challenge, which facilitates the development of smart-city technologies, there is no federal program devoted to funding and developing smart cities.

THE SOLUTION: Congress should establish a smart-city pilot program and a funding mechanism that encourages cities to compete to develop large-scale, systematic improvements to municipal services and infrastructure with interconnected technologies. By establishing large-scale pilot projects, cities can attract businesses interested in developing and testing next-generation technologies and create the critical mass of talent and technologies needed to leverage data from these projects for social good. Federal agencies like NIST, the Economic Development Agency, and the Department of Housing and Urban Development could oversee a competition between cities that would award federal funds to a select group of the best city projects. To further encourage the development of smart cities, such a program should adopt requirements similar to the EU’s lighthouse projects, which call for each participating city to have multiple “follower” cities to which the projects’ successes could be scaled and transferred after completion.

CONCLUSION
The proposals outlined in this report offer clear opportunities for Congress to accelerate the progress of data innovation in the United States. Yet they are only incremental steps toward the larger goal of creating a fully integrated world that is alive with information. The long-term goal for Congress should be to unlock the benefits of data-driven innovation in every aspect of the economy and society. Doing so will require federal agencies to come together to develop a national strategy to harness the power of data to solve important policy challenges and help shepherd in a new era of innovation, productivity, and economic growth.
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